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Spinal cord abnormalities seen on MRI were formally incorporated into the McDonald diagnostic criteria for MS in 2005 [3] . The current recommendations for spinal cord imaging include axial and sagittal T2-weighted, sagittal T1-weighted, and sagittal STIR or proton density sequences, with the option for additional contrast-enhanced T1-weighted imaging for suspicious lesions and 3D inversion recovery prepared T1 gradient-echo sequences [4] . Despite advances in cardiac gating and phasedarray coils, spatial and contrast resolution and motion and pulsation artifact remain limiting factors in current protocol acquisitions.
Comparison of MERGE and Axial T2-Weighted Fast Spin-Echo Sequences for Detection of Multiple Sclerosis Lesions in the Cervical Spinal Cord
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A number of sequences have been studied in an attempt to improve spinal cord lesion detection. The FLAIR sequence, despite superior lesion detection in the supratentorial brain, does not perform well in the spinal cord because it is hampered by CSF pulsation artifact, poor contrast-to-noise ratio, and poor lesion detection [5] . Although STIR has shown improved lesion detection and conspicuity over T2-weighted fast spin-echo (FSE) and T2-weighted conventional spin-echo imaging [5] [6] [7] [8] , poor signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) [5, 8, 9] , interpretative limitations due to flow and motion artifacts, and poor interobserver agreement [10] have also been described. Standard gradient-echo imaging has shown improved lesion detection over T2-weighted FSE when used with magnetization transfer [6] but has limited gray-white matter contrast [11] . More recently, T1-weighted inversion recovery has shown promise, with improved contrast between demyelinating lesions and normal cervical cord relative to T2-weighted FSE and STIR as well as improved lesion localization and delineation, particularly with phase-sensitive reconstruction [12] , but has not yet been widely implemented.
There is a relatively new gradient-echo sequence that combines multiple bipolar gradient-echo formations using early echoes to increase SNR and later echoes to increase image contrast. This sequence is known by a variety of acronyms depending on the equipment vendor: MERGE (multiple-echo recombined gradient echo) for GE Healthcare, MEDIC (multiecho data image combination) for Siemens Healthcare, and MFFE (multiecho fast field echo) for Philips Healthcare. To date, this sequence has most commonly been used to replace the standard T2* gradient-echo sequence for assessment of disk pathology in the cervical spine [11] , benefitting from its reduced pulsation artifact relative to T2-weighted FSE, excellent bone-CSF-soft tissue contrast [11, 13, 14] , and option of 3D acquisition. MERGE, however, also shows excellent gray-white matter resolution ( Fig. 1) , making it ideal for assessment of intramedullary pathology [11, 13] . A small study comparing MEDIC with magnetization transfer to standard T2-weighted turbo spinecho, STIR, and T1 spin-echo unenhanced and contrast-enhanced sequences has shown superior visibility of intramedullary hemorrhage and mild cord edema as well as improved contrast between spinal cord gray matter, white matter, and edema on MEDIC [15] . To date, however, there have been no studies comparing MERGE to standard sequences in the MRI workup of MS. In this article, we compare the ability of MERGE and axial T2-weighted FSE to detect focal T2-hyperintense lesions in the cervical spinal cord.
Materials and Methods
Case Selection
The study was approved by the institutional clinical ethics research board. Our institutional database was searched from January 2005 to December 2008 for cervical spine MRI cases reported to have focal spinal cord lesions consistent with MS. Patients were included if they had focal T2-hyperintense lesions and if at least sagittal and axial T2-weighted FSE and axial MERGE sequences were performed as part of a standard clinical imaging protocol. Control cases were identified in a similar fashion by searching the institutional database for cases performed for indications other than MS and in whom the spinal cord was reported as normal. Only the 29 most recent control subjects were selected to match the number of MS cases.
MRI Parameters
The studies were acquired on one of two 1.5-T systems (Signa, GE Healthcare) with a phased-array head, neck, and spine coil using a standardized clinical protocol that included sagittal FSE T2- 
Image Evaluation
The MERGE and axial T2-weighted FSE sequences from both healthy and MS patients were randomized and presented separately on workstations for independent review by two neuroradiologists who were blinded to the clinical information. For each sequence, the reviewers documented the location of any cord lesions, assigned a confidence score in calling each lesion (from 1 indicating low confident to 5 indicating high confidence), and assigned an overall sequence artifact score to each series of images (from 1 indicating severe to 5 indicating none). After completion of the independent reviews, the reference standard of spinal cord lesions was determined by an unblinded consensus review of the MS cases by one of the neuroradiologists and a third radiologist with experience in neurologic MRI. Spinal cord lesions were considered present if visible on two or more of the available sequences in a given case. In review of each case during the consensus review, MERGE and T2-weighted FSE were also directly compared sideby-side for overall lesion conspicuity, and the falsepositive lesions among the control subjects were individually examined for characterization. One of the MS cases was rejected during the consensus review because of severe patient motion artifact affecting all sequences and significantly limiting assessment.
Statistical Analysis
The number of lesions identified independently by a given reader using MERGE and axial T2-weighted FSE sequences in isolation were compared with each other and to the reference lesion count using the Wilcoxon signed rank test. Sequence sensitivities for true-positive lesions were calculated, with 95% CIs obtained for each reading using the cluster bootstrapping method [16] and each subject as a sampling unit. The sensitivities of the two readings from the same reader were compared using the two-sided Mosteller exact test [17] .
The mean confidence scores assigned to lesions by the same reader were compared using the z score, with MS and control cases analyzed separately. The standard error of the mean difference of these scores was obtained using cluster bootstrapping. We first compared the scores for all lesions called by a given reader, then for the true-positive and false-positive lesions separately. Because of small lesion counts, p values were not calculated for the falsepositive lesions among the control groups.
The interreader agreement was measured by the percentage of positive agreement index [18] . This index reflects the chance that if one reader identified a site as a lesion, another reader will also identify the same site. Under perfect agreement, the probability is 1. Standard errors and CIs were obtained using the bootstrapping method. Sequence artifact scores assigned by the same reader were compared using the Wilcoxon signed rank test.
Results
The consensus review identified 83 reference-standard lesions among the MS cases. The total number of lesions (both true-and false-positive) identified during the independent case review were significantly higher with MERGE compared with T2-weighted FSE: 28% higher for reader 1 (p = 0.01) and 65% higher for reader 2 (p = 0.0007).
After comparison with the reference standard, the sensitivity for true-positive lesions, or the true-positive detection rate, was also higher using MERGE-significantly so for reader 2 (p < 0.05) but not for reader 1 (p = 0.06) ( Table 1 ). The mean true-positive lesion detection rate for both readers was 87% (95% CI, 79-93%) for MERGE and 67% (60-75%) for T2-weighted FSE. Although total lesion counts and the true-positive detection rate varied significantly between the two readers using MERGE but not using T2-weighted FSE, lesion-by-lesion true-positive interreader percentage positive agreement was similar for both sequences: 74% for MERGE and 75% for T2-weighted FSE. False-positive lesion counts for the MS patients were significantly higher with MERGE relative to T2-weighted FSE for both readers (p = 0.05) ( Table 1) .
False-positive lesions were also called in the control cases using both sequences. Reader 1 called a total of eight false-positive lesions using MERGE compared with two using T2-weighted FSE, which could have mistakenly classified four cases and one case as potential MS, respectively. For reader 2, 16 false-positive lesions were called using MERGE and eight using T2-weighted FSE, with the potential for misclassifying six cases as possible MS for both sequences. Although false-positive counts in the control cases were higher using MERGE, the difference did not reach statistical significance (p = 0.27 for reader 1 and p = 0.36 for reader 2). The false-positive lesions seen with MERGE in the control cases were attributable to motion artifact (7/23 lesions), poor SNR (4/23), blurring of the gray matter (9/23), and misinterpretation of prominent gray matter signal and the central canal in the high cervical cord (3/23). Of note, susceptibility artifact did not impact cord signal and was not a source of false-positive findings with MERGE. As for T2-weighted FSE, false-positive lesions were related to CSF pulsation artifact (4/9), poor signal to noise (4/9), and blurring of the white matter (1/9).
The mean confidence scores assigned to all lesions are summarized in Table 2 . Confidence scores ranged from 2 to 5, with a low confidence score of 2 being assigned only twice: once to a false-positive lesion within a control case and the other to a true-positive lesion-both cases using T2-weighted FSE. Except for reader 2, who had higher confidence scores for true-positive lesions with the MERGE sequence, mean confidence scores did not differ significantly between sequences. There was, however, suggestion of a trend toward progressively lower confidence scores Note-MERGE = multiple-echo recombined gradient echo, FSE = fast spin-echo. a Also referred to as "true-positive detection rate" or "sensitivity." assigned in the descending order of true-positive lesions, false-positive lesions in MS cases, and false-positive lesions in control cases. Subjectively, when the sequences were compared side by side during the consensus review, lesions were more conspicuous in 21 cases (72%) with MERGE ( Fig. 2 ) and four cases with T2-weighted FSE and were equally conspicuous in four cases.
Averaged for both readers, the artifact scores (SD) were 3.93 (± 0.73) for the MS patients and 3.64 (± 0.88) for the control subjects with MERGE compared with 3.89 (± 0.53) for the MS patients and 3.78 (± 0.51) for the control subjects with T2-weighted FSE. Although average artifact scores were similar between the two sequences, the artifact scores assigned to MERGE were more variable, with a higher proportion of lower (1 and 2) and high (5) scores. The readers were not required to document the types of artifacts on their scoring sheets; however, both readers did make occasional notes on the types of artifact present during their independent reviews. Including the scoring sheets from both readers and for both the control and MS cases, motion was documented on 21 of the 116 MERGE scoring sheets. No other specific artifact was mentioned for MERGE. In comparison, CSF pulsation artifact was documented on 43 and motion on nine of the 116 T2-weighted FSE scoring sheets. Although the low numbers and lack of standardized documenting limit the analysis of this information, MERGE was also found to be more easily degraded by patient motion when directly compared with T2-weighted FSE during the consensus review. CSF pulsation artifact was documented on more than one third of the T2-weighted FSE scoring sheets and was responsible for almost one half of the false-positive lesions in the control subjects with T2-weighted FSE (as described earlier); however, an artifact score of less than 3 was never assigned when pulsation artifact alone was documented.
Discussion
Evaluation of the spinal cord with MRI is challenging because of the small size of the spinal cord, CSF pulsation artifact, and susceptibility and ringing artifacts from the proximity of the bony spinal canal. Many sequences have been studied in an attempt to optimize spinal cord lesion detection. MERGE is a relatively new sequence with excellent gray-white matter contrast that has shown promise in identifying edema and hemorrhage within the cervical spinal cord [15] , but its strengths and weaknesses for identifying MS lesions have not been characterized.
In our study, MERGE showed improved sensitivity for the detection of spinal cord lesions, with more true-positive lesions than T2-weighted FSE (Fig. 3) . One reason for the higher true-positive lesion detection is the improved anatomic depiction of the normal H-shaped bright central gray matter on a background of low-signal white matter (Fig.  1) , which permits improved distinction of pathologic high-signal foci. When the graywhite boundary is less well defined, pathologic signal change not completely in the periphery of the cord may be confused with normal central gray matter (Figs. 2A and  2B ). The increased conspicuity of lesions on MERGE relative to T2-weighted FSE in 72% of cases also likely contributed to this increased sensitivity (Figs. 2C and 2D) .
Although one might have expected the confidence scores in calling a lesion to reflect lesion conspicuity, our subjective assessment that cord lesions were more conspicuous on MERGE did not translate into higher confidence ratings. This is explained, at least in part, by the fact that confidence scores below 3 were almost never assigned; a lesion was unlikely to be called if confidence was low. In that light, improved lesion conspicuity with MERGE has not been reflected on a lesion-by-lesion basis but rather by improved sensitivity for detecting an increased number of lesions conspicuous enough to prospectively call with confidence.
At the expense of higher lesion detection with MERGE is a higher number of falsepositive findings and the potential misclassification of normal control cases as MS cases. Some of these lesions may simply have not been shown well enough on the non-MERGE 
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sequences to be included in the reference standard. Because the sagittal T2-weighted FSE sequence was one of the main sequences used to confirm lesions present in the axial plane, bias may have been introduced to categorize lesions detected on T2-weighted FSE as true-positive lesions and those on MERGE as false-positive lesions. However, the presence of increased false-positive lesions on MERGE within the control cases indicates that overcalls do occur and will be a limitation of MERGE if viewed independently. Another possible reason for the higher false-positive rate with MERGE is the lack of familiarity with this sequence compared with standard T2-weighted FSE. Greater clinical experience with MERGE may translate into improved specificity and confidence in assessment of spinal cord lesions with MERGE over time.
Although confidence scores did not differ significantly between sequences, they did reveal an interesting trend of progressively lower confidence scores assigned in descending order of true-positive lesions, false-positive lesions among the MS cases, and falsepositive lesions among the control cases. Lower confidence scores among the falsepositive lesions most likely reflect simply a questionable imaging appearance, either due to decreased conspicuity of an individual lesion or suspicion that the finding represents artifact or even normal anatomy.
Although confidence scores were assigned on a per-lesion basis, this subjective assessment is influenced not only by their appearance but also by the presence or absence of lesions at other levels. The presence of multiple lesions will increase confidence in calling an additional lesion that individually may be less conspicuous. Thus, lesions with a questionable appearance, requiring correlation with other sequences, received lower confidence scores, whereas the presence or absence of additional cord lesions further stratified the false-positive lesions among MS and control cases, respectively. In practice, questionable lesions seen on one sequence would be correlated with additional sequences for confirmation or rejection, reducing the falsepositive rate of both sequences.
Degradation of images by patient motion was the main source of artifacts in the MERGE images and a significant source of false-positive lesions called with MERGE in the control cases. Although MERGE shows excellent gray-white matter differentiation under ideal circumstances, when motion artifact is present, there is substantial blurring of the bright central gray matter. This motion artifact may be a reason for decreased specificity in some cases and may also explain the variability of the artifact scores assigned to MERGE. In comparison, the decreased variability of artifact scores assigned to T2-weighted FSE suggests the presence of CSF pulsation artifact-despite being present in more than one third of cases and accounting for one half of the control case false-positive lesions-has less impact on cord evaluation than motion does when using MERGE.
Our study has several limitations. First, our reference standard consisted of a review of all sequences performed rather than pathologic confirmation. The presence of both axial and sagittal T2-weighted FSE sequences, but only axial MERGE, introduces a bias against lesions seen only on the single axial MERGE sequence. Additionally, the retrospective review of axial sequences in isolation is artificial and limits our ability to translate the differences in sensitivity and specificity of MERGE and T2-weighted FSE into the setting of a complete imaging protocol and clinical practice.
Conclusion
This head-to-head comparison of axial MERGE and axial T2-weighted FSE sequences has shown these sequences to be complementary, each providing unique advantages in the identification of MS lesions. The superior gray-white matter differentiation within the spinal cord and the increased contrast and conspicuity of cord lesions with MERGE relative to T2-weighted FSE allow improved detection of intramedullary lesions but at the price of a higher false-positive rate. Thus, although axial T2-weighted FSE has greater specificity, MERGE shows greater sensitivity, suggesting the two sequences together have the potential to improve the workup of patients with suspected MS. Further investigations are warranted to assess the impact of including MERGE in current imaging protocols in meeting diagnostic criteria for MS and changing subsequent clinical management. Unique customized medical search engine service from ARRS! ARRS GoldMiner ® is a keyword-and concept-driven search engine that provides instant access to radiologic images published in peer-reviewed journals. For more information, visit http://goldminer.arrs.org.
